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This work treats the impact of vibrational coherence on the quantum efficiency of a dissipative
electronic wave packet in the vicinity of a conical intersection by monitoring the time-dependent
wave packet projection onto the tuning and the coupling mode. The vibrational coherence of the
wave packet is tuned by varying the strength of the dissipative vibrational coupling of the tuning and
the coupling modes to their thermal baths. We observe that the most coherent wave packet yields a
quantum efficiency of 93%, but with a large transfer time constant. The quantum yield is dramatically
decreased to 50% for a strongly damped incoherent wave packet, but the associated transfer time of the
strongly localized wave packet is short. In addition, we find for the strongly damped wave packet that
the transfer occurs via tunneling of the wave packet between the potential energy surfaces before the
seam of the conical intersection is reached and a direct passage takes over. Our results provide direct
evidence that vibrational coherence of the electronic wave packet is a decisive factor which determines
the dynamical behavior of a wave packet in the vicinity of the conical intersection. Published by AIP
Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4989462]

I. INTRODUCTION

A conical intersection (CI) is a degenerate point of two
potential energy surfaces (PESs) in the configuration space of
a polyatomic molecule. This degeneracy between two PESs
induces a strong nonadiabatic coupling between the electronic
states, such that the Born-Oppenheimer approximation breaks
down and, in general, an ultrafast electronic and vibrational
relaxation results.1–4 Due to the strong nonadiabatic coupling
of the electronic to the vibrational degrees of freedom, the
molecular electronic dynamics can be monitored by studying
the vibrational coherence of the electronic wave packet along
the reaction coordinates.
Various coherent spectroscopic techniques are useful tools
to study the wave packet dynamics in the vicinity of the
CI.5 Among them, the femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy (FSRS) is a powerful tool to reveal the changes
of the vibrational coherence in the molecule moving in the
vicinity of the CI.6,7 FSRS has been used to study the photoisomerization of rhodopsin, which was estimated to occur
within a time scale of 200 fs or less.8 The structural evolution of the stilbene photoisomerization has been tracked
by the gradual shift of the associated vibrational frequency
over time.9 The proton transfer in the green fluorescent protein10 and the repair mechanism of thymine dimer 11 have
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been revealed by the FSRS. More recently, two-dimensional
time-resolved stimulated Raman spectroscopy has been
applied to measure the vibrational coherence of a chargetransfer dimer. Thereby, the anharmonicity of the vibrational
coherence on the excited PESs has been clearly revealed.12
Moreover, the transient absorption spectroscopy is another
diagnostic tool to uncover how the atom in the reactants moves
during the formation of the product. The motion of the electronic wave packet in the primary photoisomerization reaction
has been studied by the transient absorption measurement.13 A
frequency shift due to the stimulated emission of the electronic
wave packet on the excited state surface was observed. Furthermore, by tracking the vibrational coherence on the PESs,
it was shown that the stretch mode in the retinal molecule
is largely unaffected by the presence of the CI, while the
hydrogen-out-of-plane (HOOP) mode is strongly damped after
passing through the CI.14 In addition, the high-order anharmonic couplings between different vibrational modes on the
excited state surface have been partially resolved by the transient absorption spectroscopy.15 Recently, using an ultrashort
pulse and exploiting the sensitivity of the heterodyne detected
transient grating approach, the local vibrational coherence
of the effective modes has been identified to drive the primary photoisomerization in vertebrate vision.16 This measurement has refined the time scale of the primary step in vision,
and the passage through the CI was shown to occur within
50 fs. This has also been confirmed by the two-dimensional
electronic spectroscopy,17 which indicates that the relevant
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reaction dynamics occurs under the vibrational coherent
process before decoherence of the reaction coordinates sets
in. This directly implies that the vibrational coherence can be
used to control the dynamics and the efficiency of the photoisomerization. The coherent control of the primary step of the
photoisomerization of rhodopsin has been demonstrated by
modulating the phase and the amplitude of the excitation laser
pulse in the transient absorption spectroscopy.18 The isomerization efficiency has been increased and decreased by 20%
by using the optimal or anti-optimal pulse shape. The dominant contribution was from amplitude shaping in which the
shaped pulse matched the period of the key tuning mode of
the reaction coordinate, arguing for the importance of vibrational resonances in passage through the CI. The phase aspect
of the degree of control was only on the order of 5%. It
was not possible to observe the same effects with all phase
control.19 Although the phase-only aspect was only a few
percent, it could be argued that the noise level of 4% in
this experiment would make it difficult to observe such an
effect. The question then is what is the physics at work and
to what degree can the reaction dynamics be controlled at
CIs.
Theoretically, in a minimal model, the physics of a CI can
be described by a two-state two-mode model.20 The transient
absorption spectroscopy of the two-state two-mode model has
been calculated for the cis-trans isomerization.21 The wave
packet on the PESs is projected onto the effective reaction
coordinates of the tuning and coupling modes, respectively.
Its dynamics was calculated by using quantum master equations, e.g., by the Redfield master equation22 or the hierarchy
equation of motion.23 This model has been further simplified
by transferring the tuning and coupling modes to the harmonic
bath and solving the resulting non-Markovian dynamics by a
numerically exact approach.24 By this, the model, in principle, can describe the configuration with multiple CIs between
the PESs, which is more close to a realistic situation. Moreover, 2D electronic spectroscopy has been applied to study the
electronic wave packet dynamics in the vicinity of the CI.25–27
It has been found that the excited-state absorption becomes
significant when compared to the model where only vibrational coupling is present. In addition, it has been proposed
to use vibrational coherence in 2D spectra to measure the
interstate coupling near a CI.28 Also attosecond spectroscopy
has been proposed to use to detect the CI by monitoring
the electronic coherence at the degenerate point between the
adjacent PESs.29 More recently, a numerical calculation has
shown that photorelaxation in uracil can be fully modulated
to form the long-lived excited state by a properly shaped laser
pulse.30
The kinetic energy of the wave packet on the PESs is
considered as one tool to control the photoisomerization efficiency in the CI.31 More details of the coherent control of
the electron-nuclear dynamics at the CI have been provided
recently.32 In Ref. 33, some of us have investigated the role
of vibrational coherence of an electronic wave packet moving
in the vicinity of a CI and have provided evidence that the
quantum yield and the isomerization rate both are strongly
related to the vibrational coherence. This was shown by
calculating the transient absorption and the 2D electronic
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spectra of the three-state two-mode model. The time evolution of the electronic wave packet in the transient absorption
spectrum has been tracked and, counterintuitively, it was found
that the more coherent wave packet results in a higher quantum
yield, but with a larger isomerization time constant. However,
the full picture of the nonadiabatic dynamics of an electronic
wave packet near a CI is still unclear and the direct evidence of
the impact of vibrational coherence on the quantum efficiency
is still missing.
In this paper, we study the impact of vibrational coherence
on the quantum yield and the isomerization rate of an electronic
wave packet moving in the vicinity of a CI by monitoring the
nonadiabatic dynamics of the wave packet projected onto the
tuning and the coupling mode. This allows us to directly visualize the quantum yield and its isomerization time constant (or,
rate). By varying the strength of the dissipative coupling of the
vibrational modes to their respective baths, we find that the
quantum yield can be significantly enhanced by an increased
vibrational coherence of the wave packet. In fact, the generated quantum yield can reach up to 93% for the most coherent
wave packet, and it can be significantly reduced to 50% for
an electronic wave packet which experiences strong vibrational damping. In addition, we find in the case of stronger
damping that the electronic wave packet directly penetrates
the higher-lying PES to the lower electronic state via tunneling, before the remaining parts of the wave packet reach
the seam of the CI and can pass directly through. The direct
tracking of the dissipative wave packet motion provides an
elegant experimental tool to reveal the role of vibrational dissipation at a CI. This strong correlation of the coherence of
the key modes involved in the passage through the CI is effectively related to steering the system away from coupling to
vibrational modes not involved in passage through the CI.
This finding recognizes that the dominant loss of coherence
in vibrational coordinate space is through anharmonic coupling to the vibrational phase space orthogonal to reactive
trajectories.
II. MODEL

We start with the two-state two-mode model in which a
spectroscopically accessible CI is assumed with two electronic
states |e1i and |e2i. Moreover, we assume the molecule to be
coupled to a dissipative bath, which is composed of infinitely
many harmonic oscillators. Thus, the total Hamiltonian can
be written as H = H mol + H env . The molecular Hamiltonian
is given by H mol = H e1 + H e2 with He1 = |e1i (h1 − /2) he1|
and He2 = |e2i (h2 + /2) he2| + (|e1i V he2| + h.c.). Here, 
is the energy gap between two electronic states, |e1i and |e2i.
The terms h1 and h2 are the vibrational Hamiltonians associated to the electronic states |e1i and |e2i, respectively. They
represent two vibrational modes approximated as harmonic,
the tuning mode Qt and the coupling mode Qc , respectively.
P
They can be written as h1 = 21 i=t,c Ωi (Pi2 + Qi2 ) − κQt and
P
h2 = 21 i=t,c Ωi (Pi2 + Qi2 ) + κQt . Herein, κ is the strength of
the vibronic coupling of the two PESs. The electronic coupling between two PESs is assumed to linearly depend on Qc ,
such as V = ΛQc with the electronic coupling strength Λ. We
assume that the tuning and the coupling mode each couples
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to its own bath consisting of an infinite number of harmonic
oscillators which are linearly coupled to the given mode, with
the overall Hamiltonian,
!2
X " p2
mα ωα2
c α Qc
α
xα +
+
Henv =
2mα
2
mα ωα2
α
!2#
q2
Mα να2
d α Qt
+ α +
.
(1)
yα +
2Mα
2
Mα να2
Here, the momenta of the bath oscillators are denoted as pα
and qα , while their coordinates, masses, and frequencies are
denoted by xα , mα , ωα and yα , Mα , να , respectively. The
respective coupling constants are cα and dα . The two parts
of the bath are characterized by the spectral densities Jc (ω)
P c2
P d2
= 21 α mα αωα δ(ω − ωα ) and Jt (ω) = 21 α Mαανα δ(ω − να ).
Throughout this work, we assume that both the tuning and
coupling mode experience fluctuations with an Ohmic spectral
density Jt/c (ω) = η t/c ω exp(−ω/ωc ). The η t/c are the damping strengths for the tuning and coupling modes, respectively,
ωc is the cutoff frequency which is assumed, for simplicity, as
equal for the two baths. The reorganization energies are given
by Rt/c = 2η t/c ~ωc /π.
In this study, we assume the initial wave packet to be
prepared in the state |e2, 0i, such that the density matrix at initial time t = 0 can be written as ρ(0) = |e2, 0c , 0t i he2, 0c , 0t |.
Here, 0c and 0t are the vibrational ground states of the coupling and tuning modes, respectively. In order to obtain the
time-dependent position of the electronic wave packet on the
PES, we need to project the wave packet on the corresponding
coordinates in the adiabatic basis. The projection yields the
two reduced probability densities,

ad
Pk (Qc , t) = dQt hQc | hQt | hẽk | ρ(t) |ẽk i |Qt i |Qc i ,

(2)
ad
Pk (Qt , t) = dQc hQc | hQt | hẽk | ρ(t) |ẽk i |Qt i |Qc i ,
of the coupling mode and the tuning mode, respectively.
Here, |ẽk=1,2 i denotes the electronic wave function in the
adiabatic basis. The transformation of the wave function
from the diabatic to the adiabatic basis is given by |ẽk i
P
= k0 =e1,e2 S(Qc , Qt )kk0 |ek0 i, and the transfer matrix S(Qc ,Qt )
can be found in Ref. 34. We assume a vibronic coupling
strength of κ = 1000 cm 1 of the tuning mode Qt and a
vibronic coupling strength of Λ = 200 cm 1 of the coupling
mode, Ωt = 500 cm 1 and Ωc = 900 cm 1 , which are typical
frequencies of the molecular vibrations.12,15,35 The energy gap
between the two PESs is set to  = 2000 cm 1 . In this work,
all the calculations have been carried out at room temperature
(T = 300 K). In order to realize a sufficiently large eigenbasis
of the molecular Hamiltonian for converged results, 30 and
6 vibrational levels are included for the tuning and coupling
modes, respectively. The total molecular Hamiltonian matrix
is 360 dimensional. We use the time non-local (TNL) quantum
master equation36,37 for the calculation of the full dynamics
of the electronic wave packet. Based on the above parameters,
we plot the PES-configuration of the two electronic states in
Fig. 1. By this, the quantum yield can be measured by determining the ratio of the magnitudes of the wave packet at A and
the total magnitude A + B, as sketched in Fig. 1(a). This yields

FIG. 1. Configuration of the potential energy surfaces and the conical intersection along the tuning (a) and the coupling (b) modes. The conical intersection is located at the tuning coordinate Qt = 1 and at the center of the
coupling mode at Qc = 0. The quantum yield is calculated by the magnitudes
˜ according to Y = A .
of the wave packets at A and B of the state | e1i
A+B
A
, which, for instance, can be used to quantify the effiY = A+B
ciency of photoisomerization from the initial to the product
state.

III. WEAK VIBRATIONAL DAMPING

On the basis of this model, we study the impact of vibrational coherence of the wave packet on the kinetics around the
CI. For this, we vary the vibrational damping constant η t/c . We
begin with the weak damping case and choose η t = η c = 0.5
and ωc = 50 cm 1 . We calculate the dynamics of the wave
packet and project it to the tuning and coupling coordinates.
The results of the two reduced probability densities are shown
in Fig. 2 in the color scale. In Fig. 2(a), the initial wave packet
˜ was initially localized at Qt = 0. It
prepared in the state | e2i
starts to move to the left side and passes through the CI [see
Fig. 1(a), position at Qt = 1] within the first 20 fs. Conse˜ completely disappears
quently, the wave packet of the state | e2i
on the upper PES, while, at the same time, the wave packet
˜
starts to grow at Qt = 1 on the | e1i-PES.
With growing time,
it continues to move further to the left side until it reaches its
maximal displacement at Qt = 6. Then, it turns around, moves
towards the center again, and penetrates the PES to come back
˜ This can be observed in
to the upper electronic PES of | e2i.
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FIG. 2. Time evolution of the probability densities of the
˜
underdamped electronic wave packet on the | e2i-PES
and
˜
the | e1i-PES
along the tuning mode Qt and the coupling
mode Qc : (a) P2ad (Qt , t), (b) P1ad (Qt , t), (c) P2ad (Qc , t),
and (d) P1ad (Qc , t). The parameters are ηt = ηc = 0.5 and
ωc = 50 cm 1 in the Ohmic spectral density.

Fig. 2(a) to occur at ∼60 fs. After that, the wave packet moves
towards the CI again and repeats the kinetics as described until
the end of the considered time window of 500 fs. During this
motion, vibrational coherence can be clearly identified and
shows a period of ∼65 fs in the wave-packet dynamics on the
˜
| e1i-PES.
This value coincides with the vibrational frequency
of the tuning mode being set to 500 cm 1 . Moreover, the transfer time τ and the quantum yield Y of the wave packet between
the two PESs can be clearly resolved.38 First, the quantum yield
is quite high in this case of weak damping since the electronic
˜
wave packet is mostly located in the left region of the | e1iPES in Fig. 2(b). Moreover, an effective potential barrier can
be identified at Qt = 1 which blocks the wave packet motion
further to the right side. The quantum yield can be detected by
integrating over one oscillation period of the wave packet at
the left side up to Qt = 1 around the waiting time of 500 fs.
The associated transfer time can be easily determined by the
exponential fitting of the kinetics of the integrated wave packet
at the left side. In the case of weak damping, we find Y = 93%
and a transfer time τ = 920 fs.
The wave packet also shows interesting dynamics along
the coupling mode direction, see Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). At the
beginning, the wave packet is localized at the center Qc = 0.
˜ within 20 fs.
It penetrates the CI and leaves the PES of | e2i
˜
At the same time, the wave packet appears on the | e1i-PES
and reaches the maximum probability at 25 fs. Then, the
˜
wave packet starts to decay from the | e1i-PES
and moves
˜
back to the | e2i-surface.
Also these kinetics are repeated. The
period of this oscillation is 65 fs which coincides with the
period of the tuning mode. Interestingly, a coherent vibrational oscillation along the coupling mode direction cannot
be identified since the wave packet splits into two parts and
˜
shows different frequencies of the oscillation on the | e1iPES in the adiabatic basis [see Fig. 1(b)]. This is consistent
with the theoretical and experimental results of Refs. 14, 22,
and 33.

IV. STRONG VIBRATIONAL DAMPING

For the case of strong vibrational damping, we choose the
parameters η t = η c = 2 and ωc = 200 cm 1 . The results for
the wave-packet dynamics are shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3(a),
˜
the wave packet population on the | e2i-surface
shows a much
stronger damped dynamics. The wave packet only shows three
clear oscillation periods up to ∼120 fs and then disintegrates
and disappears after 200 fs. This shows that the wave packet
˜ In
has completely passed through the CI to the PES of | e1i.
Fig. 3(b), the wave packet dynamics is similar to the one
˜
on the | e2i-PES
and also shows three periods of vibrational
coherence and gets completely disintegrated afterwards. Yet,
it can be clearly observed that the transfer time is significantly
shorter, but with a smaller efficiency in view of the quantum yield as compared to the weak damping case in Fig. 2.
Similarly, for the wave packet dynamics along the coupling
mode, we also observe that the transfer happens faster than
before.
˜
In Fig. 3(d), we see that the wave packet on the | e1isurface is split into two parts at times >400 fs. This is a
clear signature of the geometric (or Berry) phase.39–42 When
the wave packet travels on the two opposite sides around the
CI, it can interfere destructively at Qc = 0 due to the phase
difference of π acquired along the two different pathways.
Thus, the probability density gets reduced at Qc = 0, and the
wave packet develops two maxima symmetrically located at
Qc , 0.
Clearly, the geometric phase does not occur in the weak
damping case [Fig. 2(d)] since the electronic wave packet is
˜
almost completely localized on the left side of the | e1i-PES.
In order to quantify this, we fit the kinetics of the electronic
˜
wave packet on the | e1i-surface
to an exponential function and
obtain the transfer time constant τ. The kinetics extracted from
the left and the right side of the CI (which are separated by the
barrier at Qt = 1) show comparable magnitudes. Furthermore,
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for stronger vibrational
damping. The parameters are ηt = ηc = 2 and ωc = 200
cm 1 .

we determine the quantum yield Y by integrating over the
probability density (separated by the barrier line at Qt = 1)
at time t = 500 fs. The quantum yield decreases to Y = 50.4%
in the case of strong damping as compared to Y = 93% in the
weak damping case.
For a complete picture, we calculate the electronic wave
packet dynamics for a wide range of damping parameters, η t/c
and ωc . The quantum yields and the associated transfer times
are listed in Table I. We find that both the transfer time and the
quantum yield almost monotonously decrease with increasing
damping. Thus, a less damped and hence a more coherent
wave packet results in a higher quantum yield but with slower
transfer process. This is in agreement with previous work,33
but we now prove the effect on the quantum yield from the
viewpoint by explicitly tracking the wave packet motion in
position space. Further, we illustrate that the spectroscopic
approach is capable of revealing the dynamics in the vicinity
of a CI, notwithstanding the experimental issue with rapidly
changing spectra.
In addition, the significant difference of the wave-packet
˜
dynamics on the | e1i-surface
at short times should be noticed
between the weak (Fig. 2) and the strong damping cases

TABLE I. The reorganization energy Rt /c , quantum yield Y, and transfer time
τ for the different cases of the damping parameters. We set ηt = ηc , such that
Rt = Rc .
ηt/c

ωc (cm 1 )

Rt /c (cm 1 )

Y (%)

τ (fs)

0.5
0.8
1.1
1.4
1.7
2.0

50
80
110
140
170
200

16
41
77
125
184
255

93
87
82
77
73
50

920
600
430
350
300
200

(Fig. 3). We highlight this by the magenta boxes. In the strong
damping case, a small probability density of the wave packet
˜
appears at Qt = 0 on the | e1i-surface.
However, the wave
˜
packet on the upper | e2i-surface does not reach the seam within
that time. This indicates that in the strong damping case, the
electronic wave packet can penetrate the PES by tunneling
when the two PESs are close together (the region is marked
by the green arrow in Fig. 1). In contrast, there is no evidence of this tunneling process in the magenta box of the
weak damping case in Fig. 2. To confirm this observation,
we increase the electronic coupling between the two PESs to
Λ = 800 cm 1 and calculate the wave packet dynamics up to
t = 500 fs. We compare the time evolution of the probabil˜
ity density P1ad (Qt , t) of the wave packet on the | e1i-surface
1
1
for the cases Λ = 800 cm and Λ = 200 cm in Fig. 4. In
Fig. 4(a), we can clearly identify the tunneling of the wave
packet at the coordinate Qt = 0. Moreover, it also shows that
the wave packet moves to the right side and to the minimum
˜
of the | e1i-surface.
In contrast, we observe in Fig. 4(b) a much
smaller magnitude of the wave packet at Qt = 0 and no clear
evidence of the movement towards the minimum at the position
Qt = 2. Based on these calculations, we confirm that the less
coherent wave packet does not show a net passage through the
CI. Instead, it tunnels through the PESs when they are close
together. In contrast, the more coherent wave packet shows
an almost complete passage through the CI. We believe that
this is the significant factor which ultimately determines the
quantum efficiency of the isomerization and would provide a
means for evolutionary optimization of the reaction coordinate. The increase in coherence lifetime of the key reaction
modes involved in CI passage in turn necessitates reduced
anharmonic coupling to the vibrational density of state orthogonal to the reaction coordinate or use of external field to
resonantly drive these modes and decouple from peripheral
nonresonant terms.
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FIG. 4. Time evolution of the probability density
˜ surface for (a)
P1ad (Qt , t) of the wave packet on the | e1i
Λ = 800 cm 1 and (b) Λ = 200 cm 1 .

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the impact of vibrational
damping on the dynamics of the electronic wave packet in the
vicinity of a CI and its transfer between the potential energy
surfaces. The projection of the dynamics onto the tuning and
the coupling mode allows us to directly track the nonadiabatic dynamics of the wave packet on the PESs. By this,
the direct visualization of the quantum transfer efficiency or
the quantum yield and the associated transfer times becomes
possible. The quantum yield is evaluated for different values of the vibrational damping strength of the tuning and the
coupling modes. It shows that the quantum yield can be significantly enhanced by an increased vibrational coherence of
the wave packet. It can reach more than 93% in the coherent
or underdamped case and is reduced to 50% for the case of an
incoherent wave packet. In addition, we find signatures of the
geometric (or Berry) phase in the form of a destructive interference in the time-dependent probability density for the case of
stronger damping. Moreover, in the case of stronger damping,
we observe that the electronic wave packet directly penetrates
˜ via tunthe higher-lying PES to the lower electronic state | e1i
neling before the remaining parts of the wave packet can pass
directly through the CI. Our work helps to clarify the details of
the wave-packet dynamics at the seam of the CI, and it provides
new approaches for coherently controlling the wave packet
traversal in the vicinity of the CI by tuning the vibrational
coherence.
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